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Abstract

Achieving performance, reliability, and scalability
presents a unique set of challenges for large distributed
storage. Debugging issues can be daunting given the
scale of these systems. Recent work has focused on fine-
grained performance analysis; this insufficient for build-
ing a complete understanding of the system. To identify
problem areas, there must be a way for developers to have
a comprehensive view of the entire storage system. That
is, users must be able to understand both node specific
behavior and complex relationships between nodes.

We present a distributed file system profiling method
that supports such analysis. Our approach is based on
combining node-specific metrics into a single cohesive
system image. This affords users two views of the stor-
age system: a micro, per-node view, as well as, a macro,
multi-node view, allowing both node-specific and com-
plex inter-nodal problems to be debugged. We have im-
plemented a prototype profiler in the Ceph distributed file
system with a focus on efficiency, portability, and scalabil-
ity. We visualize the storage system by displaying nodes
and intuitively animating their metrics and behavior al-
lowing easy analysis on complex problems. We evaluate
the overhead and scalability of our prototype profiler and
find it contributes little overhead and easily scales to stor-
age systems of over 1,000 nodes. Our visualization has
allowed us to uncover several important performance is-
sues within Ceph, ranging from poor load management to
supringly strong correlation between, supposedly decou-
pled, metadata and data operations.

1 Introduction

The complex nature of distributed storage increases de-
bugging complexity. Moreover, performing root-cause
analysis is complicated in large-scale storage systems
where data and load are highly decentralized and the num-
ber of possible causes is large. A single I/O request can

traverse user and kernel-level code on many different ma-
chines, and its performance is dependent on many factors
such as load and cache state. This makes understanding
and debugging file system behavior extremely difficult.

Distributed storage performance have two classifica-
tions: node-specific issues (problems either occurring at,
or relevant to, a single node) and inter-node issues (prob-
lems caused by relationships with other nodes). De-
bugging node-specific problems has been researched for
many years with much success [2, 5, 13, 16, 28]. Under-
standing inter-node problems has become an interesting
challenge explored more recently [3, 8, 10–12,16, 17, 22,
24]. The key problem facing current approaches is an
inability to achieve comprehensive analysis of theentire
storage system. In particular, a complete view of the stor-
age system includes all node-specific events, as well as,
complex inter-node events.

Understanding inter-node problems has proven difficult
because these problems are: (1) distributed, the source of
a problem may be far removed from where its effect is
observed, (2) opaque, the number of nodes obfuscates the
problem source, and (3) sporadic, the problem may only
occur on a few nodes or only under specific workloads.
For example, storage deviceA’s high I/O latencies may
be due to local performance issues or may be caused by
other nodes.A’s performance problems may be the re-
sult of another device mirroring data ontoA, A replicating
data onto a slower device, orA having to perform recov-
ery caused by another device failing. We assert that in or-
der to fully understand and debug distributed storage, both
node-specific and inter-node events must be analyzed.

Profiling is a common technique for identifying per-
formance issues, understanding behavior, and debugging
problems in any system. Current profiling techniques for
distributed systems take a fine-grained approach via activ-
ity tracking and resource accounting. These have proven
useful in revealing single-path bottlenecks and building
workload models. However, such a fine-grained approach
faces difficulties when attempting to correlate inter-node



relationships with performance. In this case both micro
(node-specific) and macro (inter-node) analysis of the sys-
tem is necessary to achieve a complete understanding of
performance.

The current standard for visualizing system perfor-
mance is to log and graph relevant performance counters.
This is appropriate when seeking knowledge of individual
metrics, but as the size of a system grows, the usefulness
of these techniques diminishes. For example, users can
easily view the throughput of any single node as a graph
and be satisfied, but the log and graph approach fails when
the goal is to convey more complex concepts such as how
an individual node failure impacts overall resource avail-
ability.

We take a comprehensive approach to profiling, analyz-
ing both micro and macro behavior, and offer a more ro-
bust view of the system than standard log and graph tech-
niques. We profile the system by running avisualization
client on each node. The client is responsible for collect-
ing node-specific instrumentation data and local machine
statistics. Data is forwarded to a cluster ofvisualization
serverswhich use timestamp information to serialize data
from all nodes into a single, cohesive stream of system
events. This serialization enables cause and effect anal-
ysis of distributed performance problems. The ordered
stream is then fed into avisualization applicationwhich
uses computer animation to intuitively animate represent
system activity and behavior in real time.

We have implemented our profiler in the Ceph petas-
cale, distributed file system [25] along with a prototype
visualization application. Our prototype visualizes stor-
age behavior by animating all nodes in the system and
their various system metrics and activities. For example,
we animate CPU utilization as a changing color scale and
charaterize metadata operations via changing pie charts.
Our animation allows users to see all nodes in the sys-
tem and easily understand how those nodes are operat-
ing. By viewing multiple nodes at once, users can easily
understand complex inter-node relationships. For exam-
ple, the effects of mirroring data become obvious because
changes in performance can easily be identified. Evalua-
tions of our profiler indicate a very limited overhead and
scalability in storage systems over 1,000 nodes. Using
our visualization we uncovered several important perfor-
mance issues in Ceph. These issues range from poor load
balancing of metadata operations to a suprisingly strong
correlation between, supposedly decoupled, metadata and
data operations.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 discusses related profiling and visualization
work. Section 3 presents the design goals behind our pro-

filing and visualization. We discuss the design and imple-
mentation of our system in Sections 4 and 5. We present
our experiences profiling the Ceph petascale, distributed
file system in Section 6 with a performance analysis in
Section 7. We discuss future work in Section 8 and con-
clude in Section 9.

2 Related Work

Profiling and benchmarking storage systems is a heavily
researched topic, though distributed storage present many
unexplored challenges. Significant inroads have been
made in tracing and profiling local file systems which re-
side on a single machine [2, 5, 13, 16, 28]. Latency anal-
ysis and system instrumentation are common methods of
aggregating data, while performance counters are used to
express node performance. This is insufficient for a dis-
tributed environment, where understanding the inter-node
performance relationships is critical to problem resolu-
tion.

Previous research in profiling general distributed sys-
tems addresses the scenario where applications are black-
box entities whose source code cannot be viewed or
instrumented (often for proprietary reasons) [1, 6, 16].
When high-level graph construction is sufficient for pro-
filing, this approach is quite useful. However, in a dis-
tributed storage system, where capturing internal state is
critical to establishing an accurate view, the necessary in-
strumentation makes a black-box approach inadequate.

Other existing techniques focus on fine-grained profil-
ing and end-to-end request tracing is used in order to iden-
tify bottlenecks [11, 12, 16, 22], model workloads [18,
24], and identify anomolies [20] in a distributed environ-
ment. Systems like Magpie [3] and Pinpoint [7] use sta-
tistical modeling to infer performance outliers. They rely
heavily on trace files, which limits their ability to identify
bugs that are common to all paths in a system. This ap-
proach also assumes that outliers are necessarily the result
of bugs. Other approaches like Pip [21] require that the
users specify their expectation for how a workload should
perform. This can be a complex task, and puts the burden
on the user to have a deep knowledge of the workload.

Another profiling approach uses statistical correlation
to understand which performance thresholds are related to
violations in Service Level Objectives (SLOs) [8, 9]. This
work has similar objectives to our own, in that the goal
is to identify states which relate to performance degrada-
tion. However, this work relies on having a precise defi-
nition of performance violations, which a SLO affords. In
contexts such as scientific computing environments, the
lack of such a definition puts the administrator in the po-



sition of arbitrarily defining service objectives. Insteadit
is more important to know whether a performance degra-
dation is the result some specific inefficiency, or whether
the system as a whole is simply experiencing high utiliza-
tion.

We rely on animation to visualize system data because
it can take raw data and manipulate it so that recogniz-
able patterns begin to emerge, which makes management
of resources and trend analysis easier [15]. This allows
the user to see subtle interactions that can easily be over-
looked by other methods of data exploration. Visualiza-
tion can also be used for prediction and intuitive trou-
bleshooting.

There have been numerous systems which rely on vi-
sualization techniques to analyze systems data. Rivet [4]
is an architecture for flexible and extensible visualization
of generalized distributed systems. Because of their fo-
cus on general distributed systems, Rivet requires addi-
tional data transformation stages to generalize data, which
adds overhead. Visualization is done through showing
pipelines of system events, statistics, and graphs. While
useful for general distributed systems, it is inadequate for
storage systems which require visualization of both time-
coordinated high level system state as well as low-level
information. NetLogger [14] is a methodology for gen-
erating precise performance event logs and visualizing
the aggregate data for performance analysis. It can pro-
file any arbitrary metric chosen by developers, and co-
ordinates log files to a central repository. NetLogger’s
log-and-graph approach to visualization makes root-cause
analysis difficult in a distributed file system, where the
problem source is often removed from where its effect is
felt. Further, the delay associated with creating NetLog-
ger event logs is prohibitively expensive for a distributed
file system, where I/O latencies usually measure in mi-
croseconds.

Several systems use call-graphs to build the path that
requests take through the system, allowing bottlenecks
along the path to be revealed [1, 3, 19, 20, 23, 24]. This
approach has proved useful for identifying inefficient soft-
ware components and slow nodes in a network. Unfortu-
nately, is a call-graph only provides information about a
single path in the system and is unable to build a compre-
hensive view of how many nodes are interacting at once.

Ganglia [17] is a distributed monitoring project that has
a similar approach to visualization as our own. Ganglia is
able to monitor systems using scalable techniques that in-
troduce low processing overhead to each system. We take
a similar approach in how we represent individual system
nodes. One major difference between our work and Gan-
glia is that Ganglia does not afford the user with a method

of correlating metrics on separate machines. If Ganglia
reports that two machines are experiencing high resource
utilization, one must still log into those machines and an-
alyze each independently to figure out why. Answering
questions regarding inter-node relationships is a primary
goal of our work, and to that end our design goals supports
this type of analysis directly.

3 Design Goals

The design of our profiler and visualization was motivated
by several goals:
Low Overhead: In order to achieve accurate perfor-
mance metrics, profiling must introduce minimal over-
head. Therefore, introducing major computations along
critical paths must be avoided.
Scalability: As distributed storage systems grow larger,
scalability becomes a major design focus. With large
systems comes an increases the number of points being
profiled and the amount of data being collected. This
requires that the profiling infrastructure be able to grow
with the size of the storage system and that visualization
techniques continue to present intuitive results even as the
amount of data becomes large.
Portability: The utility of any distributed profiling sys-
tem is bounded by the range of nodes on which it can be
applied. For this reason, portability is a key design crite-
ria. While points of instrumentation will differ between
nodes and file systems, the method for gathering the in-
formation should be completely abstracted from the file
system itself. As a result, simple instrumentation should
be the only modification requirement.
Comprehensive Analysis: Distributed storage systems
have complex relationships with many nodes which af-
fects performance. This complexity is exacerbated as sys-
tem size increases. To be effective, it must be feasible to
quickly and easily understand large amounts of data and
the effect of node interactions. At the same time, under-
standing the performance of each individual node remains
integral. Therefore, any visualization must make both of
these macro and micro metrics intuitive to the user.

4 Methodology

To achieve our design goals, we take a distributed ap-
proach to profiling. Each node in the file system runs a
local visualization client, which is responsible for profil-
ing local storage system and machine information. Peri-
odically, each visualization client updates avisualization
serverwith recent changes to the local node. The server is



responsible for chronologically ordering the data to pro-
duce a single, serialized stream of system events from all
nodes and sending this serialized sequence to avisualiza-
tion application. The visualization application visually
represents nodes in the system and displays or animates
their metrics and behavior. This provides an intuitive in-
terface where both node-specific and complex inter-node
behavior are easily understood. We discuss this process in
detail throughout this section.

4.1 Visualization Client

The visualization client is implemented as a user-space
process which collects instrumentation data and machine
statistics. This design provides two key benefits. First, the
client does not add overhead to critical paths because it
relies only on instrumentation data and can reside outside
of the storage system. This improves development time
and ensures that the client does not interfere with system
performance. Second, by only requiring instrumentation
data, the client can profile any instrumented part of the
storage system. This greatly improves portability and al-
lows profiling of components in user and kernel space.
For example, profiling a kernel-level file system only re-
quires that the file system log data to a shared file which
the visualization client can read. This is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1, where we see that the visualization client can profile
user level file systems without interrupting calls to VFS.
Additionally, the client can profile a kernel-level file sys-
tem, such as NFS, by simply requiring that NFS log in-
strumentation data to a source accessible to the client. The
benefits we have discussed indicate that how and where
the system is instrumented is critical to the robustness of
the profile. Therefore, regardless of where the storage sys-
tem resides, building a robust profile is dependent on ac-
curate system instrumentation.

We have implemented the visualization client as a Java
RMI client. The client profiles the local node by using
two methods of data collection. The first method is con-
cerned with metrics which are common to all nodes in
the storage system, such as system load and network uti-
lization. This node-agnostic method is performed by a
thread which periodically polls local OS resources like
/proc/loadavg. The second method is node-specific,
and depends on the role that the node plays in the stor-
age system (e.g., client or server). These events are cap-
tured from instrumented code in the storage system itself.
The visualization client stores collected metrics in a local
database. Periodically, a separate communication thread
polls this database to aggregate events that occured during
the previous poll interval. This aggregation is then time
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Figure 2: A high-level pipeline of visualization server op-
erations.

stamped and sent to the visualization server over RMI.
The communication period is kept short to ensure that in-
formation sent to the visualization server is fresh.

4.2 Visualization Server

In order to achieve a complete view of the system, metrics
from all nodes must be aggregated to a common location.
A cluster of visualization servers is responsible for receiv-
ing and organizing data from all nodes in the system and
for passing a serialized ordering of system events to the
visualization application. Event ordering is achieved by
comparing the time stamps of events received from all vi-
sualization clients. We assume that each node in the sys-
tem is roughly synchronized.

The key benefit of centralizing metrics at the visual-
ization servers is that it allows visualization clients to act
independently of each other, requiring the client’s respon-
sibility to simply be collecting and forwarding metrics to
the server. Requiring the visualization clients to coordi-
nate in order to serialize events would introduce major
complexities and add overhead from to the extra commu-
nication.



System metrics are organized into a cohesive, time-
ordered series by the visualization servers based on times-
tamps. The reason for this is two-fold. First, events in a
distributed storage system have many cause-and-effect re-
lationships. For example, a write at a storage device can
be the result of numerous metadata operations causing a
metadata server to flush its journal. As such, understand-
ing these events is directly dependent on understanding
their ordering. Second, serializing data at the visualiza-
tion server allows the design of the visualization applica-
tion to be simplified. For example, the visualization ap-
plication is designed using an event-driven model where
it simply displays events are they are received.

A consequence of ordering events at the visualization
server is that events can be received out-of-order. If this
issue were not addressed, events would be passed to the
visualization application in the wrong order. We address
this by batching events at the server before sending them
to the visualization application. By batching for a short
period (less than a second) the server can receive and or-
der a number of events, ensuring that all events received
within the buffer window are passed to the visualization
client in the correct order. Long buffer windows cause a
large number of events to be correctly ordered, but also
imply that the visualization application will receive up-
dates less frequently. The merits of this tradeoff varies
between systems, depending on how important event or-
dering is.

The main difficulty with clustering is that each server
cannot create a complete ordering of events for a buffer
window because visualization clients may communicate
with any server. To address this, servers communicate
all information for a specific time interval to a specific
server who is the authority for that interval. For example,
all servers may forward data that is timestamped between
logical time1500.0 and1600.0 to a specific server
where all events for that period can be correctly ordered.
Authority for a time interval may be calculated via simple
hash, mapping intervals to servers.

Another important scalability issue is the amount of
data that is forwarded to the visualization server. If clients
collect a large amount of data from each node, a sys-
tem with a large number of nodes will overwhelm even
a reasonably sized visualization server cluster. To alle-
viate this, the visualization server limits the amount of
data sent by each client. The server only requires that
clients forward data values of interest, which correspond
to specifications from the visualization application. For
example, when the visualization application is only an-
alyzing storage device performance, the amount of data
collected about storage system clients can be reduced. We

are exploring further extensions to this which is discussed
in Section 8.

We have implemented the visualization server as a Java
RMI server. Figure 2 demonstrates a high-level view of
the stages in the server pipeline. Before passing events
to the visualization application the server applies a filter.
The filter serves to limit the amount of data passed to the
application. For example, if the user has chosen to focus
the visualization application on a subset of system nodes,
the server only needs to pass data for those nodes being
displayed.

4.3 Visualization Application

The effectiveness of any performance debugging solu-
tion depends on its ability to easily and intuitively con-
vey information to the user. There have been many ap-
proaches towards visualizing activity in distributed sys-
tems and several have been discussed in Section 2. While
some of these solutions are not suitable for large-scale
file systems, others may prove effective. In any case, the
suitability of any visualization is determined by the user’s
goals. We have chosen to focus on a visualization method
that easily presents both micro (node-specific) and macro
(inter-node) metrics. As a result, we have chosen to use
simple computer animation to visually represent the entire
file system and animate system behaviors.

We have implemented an initial visualization prototype
in C++ using the OpenGL 1.5 library. While our proto-
type is rudimentary, it serves as a proof-of-concept refer-
ence. The visualization application may or may not reside
on the same node as the visualization server. As such, the
server may stream metrics to the visualization application
via IPC, sockets or a shared file. Nodes are animated by
glyphs corresponding to the role of the node in the sys-
tem (e.g., client or file server). All collected metrics and
measurements correspond to animations which are dis-
played relative to their node glyph. For example, a file
server’s I/O characterization may be shown as a dynami-
cally changing histogram adjacent to the glyph. Alterna-
tively, a node’s system load may be animated by changing
the color of the node’s glyph. Users can view any subset
of nodes or metrics in order to improve comprehension
of large-scale systems. We discuss further details of our
implementation in Section 5.

Visualizing each node in the system and animating
node metrics and behavior provides several features that
make it a reasonable approach for distributed storage sys-
tems. First, animations are easy to understand. At a
glance, users can understand changing colors or shapes far
more intuitively than logs or static graphs. Second, users
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can validate inter-node relationships. For example, if file
I/O causes a node to become heavily loaded, one can iden-
tify that file’s mirror because it will also be heavily loaded.
Third, users can narrow their view to focus on the perfor-
mance of a single node or set of nodes. This supports arbi-
trarily tailoring analysis as the user sees fit. Fourth, view-
ing multiple nodes allows users to validate observations.
For example, analysis of high I/O latency can determine
whether the issue is occurring on more than one node,
whether the latency is comparable on all nodes involved,
whether load is comparable on all nodes, and whether the
high latency persists over time. Fifth, visualization can be
done in real-time or offline. By profiling and viewing the
system as a workload runs in real-time, users can monitor
performance and identify problems early. By recording
log data and replaying it, users can diagnosis previously
observed performance issues. Our analysis and results in
Section 6 support these beliefs.

5 Implementation Details

We have implemented our performance debugging sys-
tem in the Ceph petascale, distributed file system [25].
We chose Ceph because it is large-scale (designed for
petabytes of data and tens of thousands of nodes), sup-
ports high performance computing workloads, has several
unique design features, and is currently in prototype sta-
tus. This means problems are likely abundant and analysis
is helpful to current designers.

Ceph is designed as an object-based, parallel file sys-
tem. These systems generally consist of three main com-
ponents: the client, a metadata server cluster (MDS), and
a cluster of object storage devices (OSD). These systems
achieve scalability and performance by separating the
control and data paths. Clients communicate all names-
pace operations, such asopen() andstat(), to the

Node Type Metric Animation
MDS System Load Color Map

Operation Breakdown Pie Chart
Client Network Traffic Arrows in/out
OSD System Load Color Map

Network Traffic Arrows in/out
Disk Utilization Percentage

I/O Size Breakdown Histogram
Write latencies Values

Table 1: The metrics collected by the visualization client
and their corresponding representation in the visualization
application. Our analysis has emphasis on OSD and I/O
performance.

MDS and all file I/O operations, such asread() and
write(), to the storage devices. Large-scale systems
may contain tens of thousands of clients and storage de-
vices and hundreds of metadata servers. Figure 3 shows
the parallel file system architecture and data flow.

Our system is particularly well suited for profiling par-
allel file systems because they present several unique fea-
tures. First, file data is highly distributed, commonly
striped across many storage devices. This means profiling
any single device is insufficient. Second, the control path
is decoupled from the data path. As a result, MDS pro-
filing techniques are inherently different from storage de-
vice profiling techniques. Third, location of data and load-
balancing play major roles in how a system performs and
scales. This implies the importance of replication policies,
failure handling, and other reliability techniques. These
factors motivate the need for a macro view of the entire
file system and the need for cause and effect relationships
to be correlated in time.

Ceph is designed around several novel concepts which
make it an excellent system to evaluate. Ceph uti-
lizes a pseudo-random data placement function, called
CRUSH [26], which scales better than traditional alloca-
tion tables. The separation between metadata and data is
maximized by pushing responsibilities, such as object se-
rialization, to intelligent OSDs. Finally, load-balancing at
the MDS is handled by dynamically assigning responsi-
bility for namespace sub-trees [27]. All of these concepts
are quite new and therefore their implications have yet to
be fully understood, meaning Ceph provides an excellent
profiling test subject.

Our visualization client collects different metrics de-
pending on the type of node it is profiling (i.e., client,
MDS, OSD). In addition, a visualization client runs on
each node in Ceph’s Monitor cluster, which is responsible
for managing the MDS and OSD clusters and for boot-
strapping clients. The Monitor is used to learn of nodes



Figure 4: A labeled screenshot of the visualization application.

entering or leaving the system or changing state (i.e., not
responding but not confirmed failed). These events are
sent to the visualization server as architectural updates.
The visualization client collects several simple, but useful,
metrics from other nodes in the system, with an emphasis
on OSD performance. These metrics are enumerated in
Table 1.

In our visualization application users are able to tog-
gle the metrics being displayed and which nodes are in
focus. Figure 41 shows a screenshot of the visualization
aaplication with numeric labels and descriptions added.
Clients are represented on top, with MDSs following, and
OSDs on the bottom. Table 1 also details the animation
used to present each metric. Network traffic, labeled 2, is
shown as triangles pointing in and out, which grow and
shrink as traffic varies. System load average, labeled 3,
changes from blue to red, indicating low and high load
respectively, as the load changes. Each MDS has a pie
chart, labeled 1, showing a breakdown of the number of
open() (blue),readdir() (red), andstat() (green)
operations received. Each OSD shows a breakdown of I/O
by type and size, labeled 6, with a kilobyte acting as the
cutoff between large and small I/O. Below the I/O break-
down, labeled 5, is the moving average of large and small
write latencies, respectively. Disk utilization, labeled4,

1All screenshots have a corresponding gray-scale version that can be
included.

is shown above each OSD as the total percentage of free
space used. The menu on the right of Figure 4 allows
users to toggle the nodes and metrics in view.

6 Profiling and Visualizing the Ceph
Petascale, Distributed File System

We conducted a study on Ceph to evaluate the ability of
our profiling and visualization techniques to aid in debug-
ging performance. Our experiments focus on the visu-
alization application’s ability to reveal inter-node perfor-
mance problems. For each performance issue revealed,
we validate our observation through additional experi-
ments. Each study was conducted on a 25 node clus-
ter where each node was a PC with four 64-bit 2GHz
Dual-Core CPUs, 8GB of RAM, 4 SCSI hard disks, con-
nected through a 10 Gigabit Extreme Switch and run-
ning RHEL 4 with kernel version 2.6.9. All experiments
were conducted with the Ceph client cache disabled as
the write back policy resulted in high variability between
runs. Each experiment used 4 OSDs while the number of
MDSs and clients varied between experiments. A single
visualization server was run on a seperate node with the
visualization application also residing on that node. To
save page space, the figures in our analysis only include
the key portions of our visualization.



(a) Write latency for 80 clients
writing a shared file using
small write sizes.

(b) Write latencies for 80
clients writing a shared
file using small write sizes
and 32 clients writing
non-shared files using large
write sizes.

Figure 5: OSD profiles for workloads with varying I/O
sizes. Small write latencies significantly increase when
another workload is introduced.

6.1 Small Write Latency

We ran an experiment to analyze the impact writes of
varying sizes play in the storage system. We ran an exper-
iment with 80 clients writing a shared file on a single OSD
using a small write size just under a kilobyte. The profile
of this single OSD is depicted in Figure 5(a) and shows av-
erage small write latencies on the order of 80µs. We then
introduced another 32 clients, each of whom wrote non-
shared files in large 1MB chunks. The profile of the same
OSD is shown in Figure 5(b). Introducing the large write
workload served to dramatically increase the latency of
small writes, far beyond expectations. Small write latency
increased on the order of 60% and greatly increased load
on the OSD. While introducing an additional 32 clients
should add overhead, it is not expected to be so severe,
particularly because Ceph’s data placement algorithm is
designed to distribute I/O evenly. We conducted a sepa-
rate experiment to validate our observations. We ran the
same workloads, introducing the 32 clients issuing large
writes 65 seconds into to the experiment, and plotted the
latencies for small writes in Figure 6. We see a significant
spike in latency for small writes at time 65 when large
writes begin. This indicates what is most likely an im-
plementation inefficiency in Ceph’s OSD code. This also
serves as a simple example of how allows easy problem
identification.

6.2 Metadata and I/O Separation

Our second profile explores a more complex example of
inter-node performance problems. The profile consisted
of examining the effects various workload types have on
performance. We began by running a workload consisting
only of metadata operations where 50 clients each cre-
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Figure 6: The latency for small writes on an OSD. La-
tency significantly spikes at 65 seconds when large I/Os
are introduced. This is denoted with a dotted line.

ated a large tree of directories and files, and then walked
and read the entire tree. We observed a large number of
small writes being written to the OSDs, depicted in Fig-
ure 7(a). Upon further investigation we discovered the
MDS’s metadata journal was being synchronously flushed
to the OSDs on every metadata operation to ensure the
logs reliability. Then we introduced a second workload
where 20 clients ran I/O heavy operations, in which each
client wrote a gigabyte to a unique file. The only meta-
data operations issued were to open and close the files.
Our visualization of the OSDs under both workloads in
Figure 7(b) shows a much higher load on each OSD, and
again the latency for small write operations (the journal
flushes) significantly increased, which we witnessed in
the previous experiment. To validate our observation and
analyze the impact of the high latency journal flushes,
we compared the time required to run the metadata only
workload with and without the additional 20 clients per-
forming I/O. Our results are shown in Figure 8. The meta-
data workload is over 60% slower when there are addi-
tional clients performing I/O. This overhead is due to the
added latency of journal flushes slowing the performance
of metadata operations. This is suprising because it con-
flicts with the general intuition that metadata and data
operations are decoupled in parallel file systems. This
dependency can be eliminated by bypassing the MDS’s
need to store the journal on the OSDs, perhaps via reli-
able NVRam or a separate journal store. This experiment
demonstrates how a comprehensive view of the entire sys-
tem allows problems with seemingly remote causes to be
identified.



(a) OSD activity with a metadata-only workload running.

(b) OSD activity running a metadata workload and a I/O workload which issues large writes.

Figure 7: OSD profiles under a metadata only and a metadata andI/O workload. The increased load and latency
indicate the I/O workload is interfering with the metadata workload.
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Figure 8: The average time for 50 clients to run a metadata
exclusive workload with and without 20 additional clients
performing an I/O exclusive workload.

Figure 9: Load distribution across three metadata servers
during a flash crowd workload. One MDS signifigantly
more load than the others.

6.3 MDS Load Balancing

Ceph employs an advanced metadata load balancing
scheme called Dynamic Subtree Partitioning [27]. DSP

allows a MDS node to dynamically share responsibility
for a hot or popular portion of the namespace with an-
other, less loaded, MDS node. We tested Ceph’s imple-
menation of this strategy using a flash crowd and 3 MDS
nodes. The flash crowd consisted of over 11,000 total
open requests from 2,000 clients. Figure 9 shows the
MDS load distribution as depicted by our visualization.
The pie chart next to the first two MDSs indicate each
node only received open requests, while the third MDS
has not received any requests. We immediately see one
MDS is far more loaded than the other two. We investigate
further by measuring the number of requests received by
each OSD, shown in Figure 10. The distribution of load
is very uneven, with one MDS handling over 90% of the
requests and the third handling none at all. This indicates
implementation inefficiencies with the load balancing pol-
icy, such as infrequent exchanges of load metrics between
MDS nodes or slow migration of the namespace to other
MDS nodes.

6.4 Replication Policy Impact

We conducted a final experiment which analyzed the role
replication plays in storage performance. We first ran a
workload with 50 clients writing non-shared files using a
large write size just over a kilobyte. This was run twice,
once with a single replica and once with three replicas.
Ceph mirrors each replica onto separate OSDs, though
our visualization does not directly show replication. This
is because replication passes through a seperate interface
which was not encapsulated by our intrumentation. The



(a) Fifty clients with one replica.

(b) Fifty clients with three replicas.

(c) A single client with one replica.

(d) A single client with three replicas.

Figure 11: OSD profiles with different replication strategies. The added write latency to do three replicas is far larger
with 50 clients than with 1.

replication is however noticable via analysis of the net-
work interface. Each OSD receiving lots of data, without
high write traffic, is acting as a mirror. The OSD pro-
files with different replication strategies are shown in Fig-
ures 11(a) and 11(b). We see the latency for both write
sizes significantly increases, on the order of 60%, with
three replicas versus one. While an overhead is expected,
we explore further and re-run each experiment with only a
single client. Our visualization is shown in Figures 11(c)
and 11(d) with OSD 3 being written to in both cases. With
a single client latency still increases, though the discrep-
ancy between the two is far smaller. Average latencies are

provided in Table 2. With a single client three-way repli-
cation adds a 37% overhead, while with 50 client, three-
way replication adds a 59% overhead. If replication only
added a cost to apply updates remotely we would expect
the latency differences to be closer than those observed.
Unfortunately this is not the case, as in addition to the cost
of applying the replica, each node pays a cost for acting
as the mirror for another nodes data. This adds additional
overhead which can easily go overlooked with other vi-
sualization strategies. Our approach allows the increased
latency and network traffic (due to replication) to easily
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Figure 10: The number of open requests handled by each
MDS during a flash crowd workload.

# Clients # Replicas write() latency
1 1 71.82
1 3 98.52
50 1 134.27
50 3 215.29

Table 2: The average write latency (in microseconds) for
different replication policies. Adding more repliacs be-
comes signifigantly more expensive with more clients.

be seen together, which opens the door for more complex
problems to be revealed.

7 Performance Evaluation

We evaluated the overhead and scalability of our profiler
in Ceph in several experiments. Experiments were con-
ducted using the same 25 node cluster, though 12 OSD
were used instead of 4. Our results indicate that our ba-
sic prototype profiler is able to scale to reasonably large
systems (> 1000 nodes) even with only a single visual-
ization server. Also, our results show that requiring only
instrumentation code incurs a very minimal overhead.

In our first experiment we measured the latency for
RMI function calls which push collected metrics from the
visualization client to the visualization server. We varied
the number of Ceph clients (and thus visualization clients)
and Figure 12 shows the results and standard deviation of
each run with outliers removed. Even with a system size
greater than 1,000 nodes RMI call latency is modest. The
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Figure 12: Average latency for RMI function calls to
push collected metrics from the visualization client to the
server as the number of Ceph clients increases.

average call latency with 1,000 nodes is only three times
that of latency with one node. This indicates that even in
very large systems the cluster of visualization servers may
be kept small.

The second experiment analyzes the number of mes-
sages received by the visualization server as the number of
nodes in the system increases. Figure 13 shows the total
number of messages received by the visualization server
once all clients have finished writing 500MBs using 1MB
size writes. The number of messages quickly increases as
the number of nodes increases to over 1,000. Though the
aggregate number is high, there are roughly less than 130
messages received from each node. The major factor that
contributes to the increase in total message is the length
of the workload, as more messages will be sent for longer
running workloads and adding clients increases the length
of the workload.

Our final experiment looks at the performance overhead
added by our profiler. We ran three workloads, each with
and without our profiling infrastructure present and mea-
sured the total time for each workload to run. We used
three workloads, a heavy-metadata only workload, a light-
I/O and light-metadata workload, and a heavy-I/O only
workload. Table 3 shows our results. We see that the
visualization client profiling each node adds a near neg-
ligible overhead to each workload. This comes directly
from requiring only instrumentation code to be added to
the storage system, eliminating any expensive bottlenecks
on critical paths.

8 Future Work

The opportunity exists in a number of areas for future
work. As scalability is a necessity when performing on-
line analysis of distributed systems, the volume and gran-
ularity of metrics sent to the visualization server must cor-
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Figure 13: The total number of RMI calls received by
the visualization server as the number of Ceph clients in-
creases. The total number of calls accounts for the time
required for each client to write a 500MB file.

Workload W/o Client W/ Client
Metadata 165 167

I/O w/ metadata 157 158
I/O 146 146

Table 3: The total time (in seconds) required to run three
different workloads with and without the visualization
client profiling the system. Profiling adds a near negli-
gible overhead since only instrumentation data is added
to the storage system.

respond to the level of view abstraction chosen by the user.
There are a number of improvements we can make to our
feedback-loop approach to aggregating data. One possible
area is the granularity of data that the visualization server
aggregates. For example, if the user zooms the view into
a small region, the granularity of data sent from that re-
gion should become more fine-grained. This would com-
plement our current approach of only sending data from
nodes which currently appear in the view.

Another area of potential research is the integration of
automated performance anomaly detection using statisti-
cal analysis. This approach may compliment our com-
prehensive view of system analysis by notifying the vi-
sualization application when performance outliers are de-
tected in the system. Such notifications will make the user
aware of issues outside of the current view.

Finally, further advances to the visualization applica-
tion will support additional metrics relevant to debug-

ging distributed file systems. Our current prototype has
more OSD-specific metrics than any other device. Fu-
ture enhancements are needed MDS performance metrics,
specifically in the areas of journal operations and load bal-
ancing. Also, metrics describing activity in each Ceph
client’s local cache is needed to understand how client
cache performance effects workload throughput.

9 Conclusions

We presented a new approach to distributed storage sys-
tem profiling that focuses on offering an intuitive view
of system performance in a scalable fashion. We suc-
cessfully identified a number of performance issues in the
Ceph peta-scale file system, including those which result
from inter-node relationships. We also identified perfor-
mance degradation that resulted from seemingly unrelated
system activities. The ability of our system to identify
these issues shows promise for our prototype visualiza-
tion application.

The low-overhead associated with our profiling tech-
nique supports the idea that both low and high-level per-
formance metrics can be collected without reducing per-
formance. Our performance analysis has also shown that
the communication overhead associated with aggregating
performance metrics does not increase significantly as the
number of clients increases.

In conclusion, we believe our work has motivated and
demonstrated a need to achieve a comprehensive view of
the storage system if complex performance debugging is
to be achieved. We’ve asserted our position that as stor-
age become larger and more complex, a more extensive
understanding of the system as a whole is required. We
hope our work serves motivates others toward this goal.
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